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Cocoa powder and chocolate contain numerous substances among which there is a quite large percentage of antioxidant molecules,
mainly flavonoids, most abundantly found in the form of epicatechin. These substances display several beneficial actions on the brain.
They enter the brain and induce widespread stimulation of brain perfusion. They also provoke angiogenesis, neurogenesis and changes
in neuron morphology, mainly in regions involved in learning and memory. Epicatechin improves various aspects of cognition in
animals and humans. Chocolate also induces positive effects on mood and is often consumed under emotional stress. In addition,
flavonoids preserve cognitive abilities during ageing in rats, lower the risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease and decrease the risk of
stroke in humans. In addition to their beneficial effects on the vascular system and on cerebral blood flow, flavonoids interact with
signalization cascades involving protein and lipid kinases that lead to the inhibition of neuronal death by apoptosis induced by
neurotoxicants such as oxygen radicals, and promote neuronal survival and synaptic plasticity. The present review intends to review the
data available on the effects of cocoa and chocolate on brain health and cognitive abilities.

Introduction

The cocoa bean, as any bean, is rich in fat that represents
50% or even more of the total weight. The next most
important ingredients are proteins or nitrogenous ele-
ments, including theobromine (1.0–2.5%) and caffeine
(0.06–0.4%). Starches and sugars together form 20–25% of
the weight of the bean. Most importantly, cocoa beans are
a concentrated source of anti-oxidants, in particular flavo-
noids, with the flavan-3-ols and their derivatives being
present in high concentrations [1]. The flavan-3-ol com-
pounds are mostly present in the cocoa bean in the form of
epicatechin and catechin [2], which can also serve as build-
ing blocks for the polymeric procyanidin type B-2 [3].
However, during processing of the bean to cocoa powder
and chocolate, the concentration of anti-oxidants can be
affected by a variety of biological processes and treat-
ments such as fermentation, roasting and ditching [4].
Genetic variability can also generate a 1–4-fold difference
in the anti-oxidant content of fresh cocoa beans [5] and the
content of epicatechin has also been reported to vary from
2.66 mg g-1 in Jamaican beans to 16.52 mg g-1 in Costa
Rican beans [6].

Cocoa beans contain low variable amounts of caffeine
(0.06–0.4%), a well-known psychostimulant. Cocoa powder
contains the highest amount of caffeine followed by
unsweetened baking chocolate. Dark chocolate will vary
considerably in the amount of caffeine (35–200 mg 50 g-1)
while milk chocolate contains relatively low amounts of
caffeine (14 mg 50 g-1). The cocoa bean is also the most
concentrated source of theobromine, another methylxan-
thine. Unlike caffeine, theobromine, also present in cocoa
beans, has only a mild stimulatory effect on the central
nervous system. The amount of theobromine varies with
the finished product. Dark chocolate, unsweetened baking
chocolate and cocoa powder contain more theobromine
than milk chocolate and chocolate syrups. For example,
50 g milk chocolate contains about 75 mg theobromine
while the same weight of very dark chocolate can contain
up to 220 mg theobromine. The effects of the methylxan-
thines, and mainly those of caffeine, have been extensively
reviewed elsewhere both concerning cognition and
mental performance [7, 8] and the preventive effects of
this methylxanthine on age-related cognitive decline and
neurodegenerative diseases [9, 10] and will not be detailed
here.
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Cocoa also contains some other compounds with
potential biological activity. These are biogenic amines
such as serotonin, tryptophan, phenylethylamine, tyrosine,
tryptamine and tyramine.The concentration of these com-
pounds increases during fermentation and decreases
during roasting and alkalinization. In general, these con-
centrations are irrelevant in healthy subjects since these
compounds are metabolized in the intestinal mucosa, liver
and kidneys by the monoamine oxidases (MAO). The
effects of biogenic amines are only expressed in people
with MAO deficiency and could lead to headaches and
increased blood pressure and hence often to chocolate
avoidance [11]. These effects will not be discussed here.

In addition, a few other compounds with biological
activity can be found in cocoa beans and derived products.
These are anandamide, an endogenous ligand for the can-
nabinoid receptor found in low amounts, 0.5 mg g-1, salsoli-
nol and tetrahydro-b-carbolines (THBCs). The latter
compounds are found in milk and dark chocolate, and
cocoa (5, 20, 25 mg g-1 for salsolinol and 1.4, 5.5 and
3.3 mg g-1 for THBCs, respectively). However, there is no evi-
dence that the consumption of chocolate increases the
concentration of these compounds in circulating blood.
Finally, magnesium can also be found in cocoa and choco-
late (90–100 mg 100 g-1 in cocoa vs. 43–50 mg 100 g-1 in
dark chocolate [11].

In summary, this review will be devoted mostly to the
health effects of cocoa and chocolate resulting from the
high level of anti-oxidants present in cocoa and chocolate
rather considering them as functional foods. This review
will try to analyze whether cocoa and chocolate can be
considered as nutraceuticals providing health benefits,
including the potential prevention of some diseases.
Several review articles have been dealing recently with the
potential neuroprotective and cognition enhancing prop-
erties of flavonoids from various sources [12–15]. In the
present review we will concentrate on the potential effects
of flavonoids from cocoa and chocolate with a particular
emphasis on brain activity and potential neuroprotective
action. In addition, the effects of chocolate on mood will be
considered.

Bioavailability and penetration of
flavanols into the brain

Epicatechin is rapidly absorbed in humans and is detect-
able in plasma 30 min after ingestion. Epicatechin concen-
trations reach a peak 2–3 h after ingestion and return to
baseline value by 6–8 h after consumption of flavanol-rich
chocolate. The overall effects of a daily regular consump-
tion may potentially accumulate [16], mainly if absorbed in
high doses [17].

To exert any effect on the brain, anti-oxidants need to
cross the blood–brain barrier (BBB) to enter the brain.Their
permeability is proportional to their lipophilicity and

inversely proportional to their degree of polarity. Catechin
and epicatechin have been shown to cross the BBB in two
BBB cell lines, one from rat and one from human origin.The
process is time-dependent, stereoselective, epicatechin
crossing more efficiently the BBB than catechin [18]. In
animals in vivo, epicatechin was found to enter the brain
after oral ingestion and was detected in the brain [19, 20].
Brain concentrations of epicatechin were even found to
increase upon repetitive exposure to a grape seed
polyphenol extract [21].

There are not many data available on the precise distri-
bution of flavonoids within brain tissue, and especially no
regional data available for epicatechin. After chronic
administration, higher concentrations of tangeretin were
found in the rat striatum, hypothalamus and hippocampus
[22]. In blueberry supplemented rats, anthocyanins were
detected in the cortex, hippocampus, striatum and cer-
ebellum [23]. However, the possibility for epicatechin and
most likely the other flavonoids as well to cross the blood–
brain barrier and accumulate in the brain suggests that
they may represent good candidates for a direct positive
action on the brain, including cognition and possibly neu-
roprotection (for review see [15]).

Cerebrovascular and cognitive
effects of flavonoids from cocoa
and chocolate

For optimal brain functioning, cerebral blood flow (CBF)
needs to be well maintained to support constant oxygen
and glucose supply to neurons as well as waste excretion.
Increase in CBF represents a potential means to improve
cerebral function. The principal polyphenols that enhance
CBF in humans come mainly from cocoa, wine, grape
seeds, berries, tea, tomatoes and soya [24]. At the cardio-
vascular and peripheral level, polyphenol-rich cocoa
induces vasodilatation. In one study that looked at cocoa
flavanols and vasodilatation, 27 healthy individuals
received daily 920 ml of a flavanol-rich cocoa drink
(821 mg of flavanols/dose) over 4 days. Peripheral arterial
tonometry showed that there was a 29% increase in ampli-
tude at 12 h after the last dose of cocoa. On the 5th day, an
additional dose of cocoa led to a 33% increase after 90 min
[25]. The mechanism leading to vasodilatation is nitric
oxide (NO)-dependent because a nitric oxide synthase
(NOS) inhibitor administered after 4 days of cocoa inges-
tion completely reversed the increase in vasodilatation [25,
26]. Moreover, this study showed that cocoa enriched with
flavanols improved measures of endothelial function to a
greater degree in healthy elderly persons than in the
younger population.Thus, flavanols may be useful in coun-
teracting decreases in endothelial function associated
with ageing [27]. Indeed, during ageing endothelium-
dependent vasodilation properties attenuate or can even
be lost [28]. The latter function is almost exclusively medi-
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ated by NO [29].There appears to be a causal link between
cocoa or chocolate ingestion, flow-mediated vasodilation
and the release of NO induced by epicatechin in the circu-
lation [25, 30–32].

The consequences of the ingestion of cocoa or cocoa
flavanols on CBF have not been explored in animals. In
human studies, it was reported that the ingestion of a
single dose or a 1 week treatment with cocoa rich in fla-
vanol (900 mg day-1) increases CBF in grey matter [33] and
reverses endothelial dysfunction in a dose-dependent
manner [17], which suggests its potential in the treatment
of cerebrovascular problems [34]. Arterial spin-labelling
magnetic resonance imaging (ASL-MRI) reported
increased CBF which reached a maximal level at the first
time of measurement, i.e. 2 h after ingestion of the
flavanol-rich drink. The peak effect of flavanols might
occur earlier since the half-life of elimination of epicate-
chin in humans was found to be fast, i.e. 1.9 and 2.3 h for
40 and 80 g chocolate, respectively [35]. The use of tran-
scranial Doppler ultrasonography also allowed showing
an increase in CBF through the middle cerebral artery
after the consumption of flavanol-rich cocoa [27, 36, 37].
Finally, in a double-blind randomized placebo-controlled
study, blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)-
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) showed
increased signal in some brain regions, after the acute
consumption of a flavanol-rich cocoa drink. In the
response to task switching in the young participants
tested, no significant effects of chocolate were found in
reaction times, the cost of switching between two sets of
rules, or heart rate after the ingestion of flavanol-rich
cocoa. The authors considered that the fMRI changes may
rather reflect cognitive changes that could not be meas-
ured in the tests used possibly because participants were
young and likely operating at a high level of cognitive
ability [34].

In humans, there is a relative paucity of clinical trials
exploring the effects of dark chocolate or cocoa on neu-
ropsychological function in different types of healthy indi-
viduals. This is observed despite the indication that the
anti-oxidants contained in cocoa and dark chocolate may
have beneficial effects on the healthy and possibly less
healthy brain. Most of the research on the relation
between anti-oxidants, cognition and brain health have
rather concentrated on flavonoids in soya, berries, wine,
tea, vitamins, curcuma, etc. and much less has been
reported on chocolate and cocoa (for review see [38–40]).
A recent randomized, single-blind, order counterbalanced,
crossover design study reported an acute improvement of
visual and cognitive function linked to the consumption
of cocoa flavanols. The study was performed on 30
healthy adults given dark chocolate containing 720 mg
flavanols or a matched quantity of white chocolate. Cog-
nitive performance was assessed using a visual spatial
working memory for location task and a choice reaction
time task designed to engage processes of sustained

attention and inhibition. Compared with the control con-
dition, cocoa flavanols improved visual contrast sensitivity
and reduced the time required to detect motion direction.
Since performance improved in different tests, flavanol-
related changes could be indicative of quite general
mechanisms producing an increase in motivation or
attentiveness on the tasks.These acute effects could result
both from increased CBF and from increased blood
supply to the retina [41]. Indeed, there is a link between
retinal blood flow and function [42] and hence flavonoids
may influence the function of retinal neurons. In this
respect, anthocyanins have been found to accumulate in
the brain and eyes of pigs exposed to anthocyanins
extracted and powdered from blueberries. This suggests
that these compounds may act directly at the sites where
their benefits have been documented such as in cognition
and vision [43, 44].

In another study testing sustained mental demand in
30 healthy adults, the consumption of drinks containing
520 mg or 994 mg cocoa flavonoids compared with a
matched control improved cognitive performance in serial
subtraction tasks. The consumption of both doses
improved serial threes performance (task consisting of
counting backwards in threes from a given number). The
994 mg cocoa flavonoid containing beverage significantly
accelerated rapid visual information processing but
resulted in more errors in the serial sevens subtraction.The
consumption of the 520 mg flavanol enriched drink also
reduced self-rated mental fatigue, possibly reflecting the
demanding and fatiguing nature of and the level of stress
induced by the tasks. These doses of flavanol also
improved mood.The mechanisms underlying these effects
are unknown but they are most prominent when the con-
centration of epicatechin and CBF rates are at their highest
level [34], suggesting that they may be related to the
known effects of cocoa flavonoids on endothelial function
and CBF [45]. Several studies using brain imaging tech-
niques reported a correlation between CBF and cognitive
function in humans [27, 34, 46]. A recent randomized,
double-blind placebo-controlled trial on 63 middle-aged
volunteers (40–65 years) studied steady-state visually
evoked potential (SSVEP) topography changes after cocoa
flavanol consumption (250 or 500 mg vs. a low cocoa fla-
vanol drink given over a 30 day period). Accuracy and reac-
tion time were not affected by flavanol exposure while
SSVEP amplitude and phase difference were affected in
several posterior parietal and centro-frontal areas during
memory encoding, working memory hold period and
retrieval. These data suggest increased neural efficiency in
spatial working memory as a result of cocoa flavanol con-
sumption [47]. In contrast with the previous studies, a
double-blind, placebo-controlled, fixed dose, parallel
group clinical trial looked at the effect of a 37 g dark choco-
late bar associated with 8 ounces (237 ml) of an artificially
sweetened cocoa beverage or a matched placebo given to
a group of healthy subjects (41 men and 60 women over
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60 years) for 6 weeks. In this study the treatment did not
improve any neuropsychological, haematologic or physi-
ologic variables [48].

The flavonoids are considered to influence cognitive
function by influencing the signalling pathways that are
involved in normal memory processing but the precise
mechanisms of action have not yet been clarified. It is
known that cocoa flavanols act on CBF and endothelial
function and these features were examined using preclini-
cal models.The treatment with one of the major chocolate
flavanols, epicatechin, added to mice chow at the dose of
500 mg g-1 (daily supply of 2.5 mg) stimulated angiogen-
esis while it enhanced retention of spatial memory and
dendritic spine density in the dentate gyrus of the hippoc-
ampus only when exercise was combined with epicatechin
administration. These authors also found that the epicate-
chin treatment upregulated genes associated with
learning in the hippocampus while it did not affect hippoc-
ampal adult neurogenesis [20]. The effects of flavonoid-
rich foods on cognitive function have been linked to the
ability of flavonoids to interact with the cellular and
molecular paradigms responsible for memory and learn-
ing [49, 50], including those involved in long term poten-
tiation and synaptic plasticity [51].These effects have been
hypothesized to lead to enhanced neuronal connection
and communication and hence greater capacity for
memory acquisition, storage and retrieval [50]. However,
most of the studies mentioned above have been limited to
the hippocampus and one cannot exclude parallel effects
in other brain regions. In relation to this point, it was
reported that cocoa administered orally to rats in large
amounts (100 mg 100 g–1) showed anxiolytic properties in
the elevated T-maze test [52]. Anxiety levels are largely
regulated at the amygdalar level [53] which would imply
possible effects of the flavonoids on brain regions outside
the hippocampus.

In summary, the flavonoids contained in cocoa and
chocolate appear able to improve various types of cogni-
tive and visual tasks, possibly as the result of more efficient
perfusion of blood to different neural tissues, clearly both
forebrain and more posterior cortex and possibly also
influence retinal blood flow and visual function.

Potential neuroprotective
properties of cocoa and
chocolate flavanoids

Flavonoids exert a multiplicity of neuroprotective actions,
including the capacity to protect neurons from damage
induced by neurotoxins, reduce neuroinflammation, and
promote memory, learning and cognitive function. These
effects are related to two common processes. First, as
detailed later, flavonoids interact with signalization cas-
cades involving protein and lipid kinases that lead to the
inhibition of neuronal death by apoptosis induced by neu-

rotoxicants (such as oxygen radicals) and to the promotion
of neuronal survival and synaptic plasticity. Concurrently,
they induce beneficial effects on the vascular system and
on CBF mainly by improving endothelial function and
stimulating angiogenesis. Via these mechanisms, the life-
long consumption of flavonoid-rich nutrients has the
potential ability to limit neurodegeneration and prevent or
even reverse age-related cognitive decline (for review see
[15, 54]).

Age-related cognitive decline
In this respect a recent preclinical study showed an effect
of a cocoa flavonoid rich extract (ACTICOA powder; Barry
Callebaut) on cognitive decline in aged rats. ACTICOA
powder given orally to the rats at the dose of 24 mg kg-1

daily between 15 and 27 months of age affected the onset
of age-related cognitive deficits that appeared at 21
months. ACTICOA powder improved cognitive perform-
ance in two tests. At 17, 21 and 25 months, in the light
extinction paradigm, treated rats were more active and
discriminated better between the active and inactive lever.
In the Morris water maze, the performance of ACTICOA-
treated rats remained stable between 21 and 25 months
while that of control rats declined. In this spatial task, both
short and long term memory were improved by the treat-
ment. The lifespan of treated rats was also prolonged by
11% over the 27 month study. Finally ACTICOA powder
maintained high urinary free dopamine concentrations in
old Wistar rats which the authors hypothesized to reflect
possibly the neuroprotection of the dopaminergic nigro-
striatal system. Indeed, urinary dopamine concentrations
have been related to the severity of parkinsonian symp-
toms in humans [55, 56].The results obtained in this animal
model suggest that ACTICOA powder may be beneficial in
retarding age-related brain impairments, including cogni-
tive deficits in normal ageing. Whether these data can be
extended to age-related cognitive decline in humans and
to neurodegenerative diseases is not yet clear and would
require further preclinical and clinical exploration [57].
Likewise the same ACTICOA extract or vitamin E, that has
powerful anti-oxidant properties, was orally administered
to rats for 14 days before heat exposure at 40°C during 2 h.
Both treatments significantly reduced free radical produc-
tion by leucocytes. Moreover, rats treated with ACTICOA or
vitamin E had better cognitive performance since they
were able to discriminate between the active lever and
inactive levers in a light extinction paradigm and their
spatial long term memory retrieval was preserved in the
Morris water maze.Thus,cocoa flavonoids are able to coun-
teract the overproduction of free radicals and their delete-
rious consequences on cognition [58].

In humans, three studies assessed the consequences of
flavonoid intake on normal age-related cognitive decline.
The first study, concerning old men, assessed cognitive
decline by using the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE). In 1990, the authors found cognitive impairment
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(MMSE score �25) in 154/473 men (32%) and cognitive
decline from 1990 to 1993 (drop >2 points) in 51/342 men
(15%). They found no association between the intake of
vitamins C or E and the risk of cognitive decline while they
reported a tendency to an inverse relation between flavo-
noid intake and risk of cognitive decline, though this was
not statistically significant [59]. In the PAQUID (Personnes
Agées Quid) study, the relationship between flavonoid
intake and cognitive function and decline was prospec-
tively examined among subjects aged 65 years or more.
The study included 1640 subjects free from dementia at
baseline in 1990 and with reliable dietary assessment who
were tested four times over a 10 year period. Cognitive
function was assessed with MMSE, Benton’s Visual Reten-
tion Test and ‘Isaacs’ Set Test at each visit. Information on
flavonoid intake was collected at baseline. The selected
food items included citrus fruits, kiwis, other fruits, dried
fruits, cabbage, spinach, French beans, asparagus, sweet
pepper, oat flakes, chocolate, tea, coffee, soup and fruit
juice. This study showed that after adjustment for age,
gender and educational level, flavonoid intake was associ-
ated with both better cognitive performance at baseline
and better evolution of performance over time. The most
positive evolution was found in subjects in the two highest
quartiles of flavonoid intake compared with subjects in the
lowest quartile. After 10 year follow-up, subjects with the
lowest flavonoid intake had lost on average 2.1 points on
the MMSE, whereas subjects with the highest quartile had
lost 1.2 points. This study raises the possibility that dietary
flavonoid intake might be associated with better cognitive
evolution [60]. Finally a Norwegian cross-sectional study
considered the cognitive influence of the intake of flavo-
noids from chocolate, wine and tea. The relation between
the consumption of these items and cognitive perform-
ance was explored in 2031 participants (aged 70–74 years)
including 55% women. Participants who consumed the
three types of food or beverages performed significantly
better in cognitive tests and had a lower prevalence of
poor cognitive performance than those who did not. The
associations between the intake of these food and drinks,
and cognition were dose-dependent. Most cognitive func-
tions tested were influenced by intake of these foods or
beverages. The effect was maximum for the consumption
of ~10 g day-1 for chocolate, 75–100 ml day-1 for wine,
almost linear for tea, most pronounced for wine and mod-
estly weaker for chocolate intake. In contrast, there was no
effect of each food or beverage analyzed separately. Thus,
in the elderly, a diet containing large amounts of some
flavonoid-rich foods is associated with better performance
in several cognitive abilities in a dose-dependent manner
[61].

Altogether, the studies cited above agree with the pos-
sibility that dietary flavonoids might be associated with
age-related cognitive preservation and the effect could be
stronger if flavonoids are taken together from different
food sources.

Alzheimer’s disease

Several studies have looked at the relation between anti-
oxidant intake and dementia, most often the risk of
Alzheimer’s disease. In Alzheimer’s disease excessive pro-
duction and deposition of amyloid beta (Ab) peptide lead
to microglial activation, and the resultant production of
inflammatory mediators further boosts Ab production
and induces death and dysfunction of neurons. Ab pro-
duction is mediated by b- and g-secretase activities and
prevented by a-secretase. It was shown recently that in
cultured human neuroblastoma cells, low concentrations
of NO up-regulate the expression of a-secretase, and
down-regulate that of b-secretase. These data suggest
that cerebrovascular NO might suppress or limit the pro-
duction of Ab [12, 62]. This preventive action can be
achieved by adopting various nutritional and lifestyle
measures including the consumption of cocoa powder or
chocolate [32, 62]. Indeed, as developed earlier, the fla-
vanols contained in cocoa powder and mainly epicatechin
act directly on the endothelium of brain vessels to stimu-
late the activity of the constitutive endothelium NOS form
(eNOS) to induce vasodilatation and improve cerebrovas-
cular perfusion [13, 27, 32].

Results from prospective observational studies relating
intake of anti-oxidants and vitamins with Alzheimer’s
disease are conflicting (for review see [63]). In the Washing-
ton Heights-Inwood Columbia Aging Project, no relation
between anti-oxidants and the incidence Alzheimer’s
disease was found [64]. As mentioned earlier in this review,
efficient CBF is critical for optimal brain function, and
several studies indicate that there is a decrease in CBF in
patients with dementia [46, 65]. It is also known that cer-
ebral vascular atrophy leads to‘Mild Cognitive Impairment’
(MCI) syndrome that often evolves towards Alzheimer’s
disease. The hypothesis would be that the beneficial prop-
erties of flavanols on cerebrovascular function could allow
delaying the evolution of MCI to Alzheimer’s disease [65]. A
clinical trial was performed on 1367 subjects aged over 65
years among whom 66 developed dementia. The relative
risk of developing dementia adjusted to age for the two
highest consumptions of flavonoids was 0.55 (95%CI 0.34,
0.90; P = 0.02). After further adjustment for gender, educa-
tion level, weight and vitamin C intake, the relative risk
decreased to 0.49 (95% CI 0.26, 0.92; P = 0.04) [66]. Thus, it
appears that anti-oxidant flavonoids intake is inversely
related to the risk of dementia. However, in this study fla-
vonoids came mainly from fruits, vegetables, wine and
tea. Complementary studies concentrating specifically on
chocolate and on large population samples remain
necessary.

Recent preclinical studies reported that a 5 month
treatment with the LMN diet, rich in polyphenols, dry fruits
and cocoa, induced neurogenesis in the subventricular
zone and hippocampus of adult mice [67] and was able
to prevent age-related cognitive impairment and
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neuropathology in wild type (WT) and Tg2576 mice, a
mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. This improvement
correlated with a 70% increase in cell proliferation in the
subventricular zone of the brain. These results support the
critical role of polyphenols as human dietary supplements
in possibly counteracting or slowing down cognitive
decline during ageing and neurological diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease [68].

Stroke
Some data are also available on the relation between fla-
vonoid intake and neuronal loss and function after stroke.
A meta-analysis of three studies concerning a sample of
114 009 participants reported a 29% reduction of the risk
of stroke in high chocolate consumers compared with low
consumers [69]. In one study, the inverse association
between chocolate and stroke was even stronger than for
myocardial infarction [70]. A very recent human study
examined the relationship between the total anti-oxidant
capacity (including fruits,vegetables, tea,coffee,chocolate)
and the risk of stroke in women from the Swedish Mam-
mography cohort. This study included 31 035 women free
of cardiovascular disease (CVD) history and 5680 women
without CVD history at baseline.The authors reported that
dietary total anti-oxidant capacity was inversely associated
with stroke in CVD-free women (17% risk reduction) and
haemorrhagic stroke in women with CVD history (45% risk
reduction) [71]. Likewise, mice pretreated orally with 5, 15
or 30 mg kg-1 epicatechin 90 min before middle cerebral
artery occlusion (MCAO) had significantly smaller lesion
volumes and improved neurologic scores compared with
the control group. Mice that were post-treated with
30 mg kg-1 of epicatechin at 3.5 h after MCAO also had
significantly smaller infarct volumes and improved neuro-
logic scores [72].

A recent study also reported that treatment with dark
chocolate prevents the inflammation of the vagus nerve
resulting from a 16 month exposure of mice to the pol-
luted air of Mexico city. Mice exposed to polluted air had a
significant imbalance in genes coding for anti-oxidant
defences, apoptosis and neurodegeneration at the level of
the dorsal vagal complex and this imbalance was miti-
gated by chocolate administration [73].

The potential neuroprotective effects of the other con-
stituents of chocolate are not known, with the exception
of the neuroprotective effect of caffeine on various neu-
rodegenerative diseases such as age-related cognitive
decline, Alzheimer’ disease [10] and Parkinson’s disease [9]
that were the subject of numerous studies and recent
meta-analyses. However, compared with coffee, tea and
soft drinks that represent the major sources of caffeine
supply in our diet, the caffeine content of chocolate is
much lower and cannot itself account for the known
effects of caffeine on neurodegenerative diseases, but it
may contribute.

Mechanisms of action underlying
chocolate flavonoid effects on
the brain

Flavonoids were first considered to exert anti-oxidant
actions via their potential to scavenge free radicals, or
their influence on the intracellular redox status. However,
this classical hydrogen-donating anti-oxidant activity of
flavonoids in vivo has been challenged, particularly in the
brain, where flavonoids concentrations are usually quite
low [49]. The effects of flavonoids in the brain are rather
mediated by the ability to protect vulnerable neurons,
enhance neuronal function and stimulate regeneration
[50] via interaction with neuronal intracellular signalling
pathways controlling neuronal survival and differentia-
tion, long term potentiation (LTP) and memory. However
at this point most of these mechanisms remain hypotheti-
cal and have not been experimentally demonstrated [14,
15, 74, 75]. Flavonoids could act also at different levels of
the deleterious cascade of neuronal injury and death. A
recent cDNA microarray study on the human colon
adenocarcinoma Caco-2 cell line reported a change in the
expression of several genes involved in the cellular
response to oxidative stress. In addition, the down-
regulation of the expression of other genes involved in
DNA replication, transcription and recombination, DNA
oxidative damage and inflammatory response suggests
additional mechanisms for cocoa polyphenol actions [76].
There is a growing body of evidence to suggest that fla-
vonoids and other polyphenols may be able to counteract
neuronal injury, thereby delaying the progression of brain
pathology [49, 51, 77].

The neuronal loss observed in neurodegenerative dis-
eases and in stroke patients is considered to result from
multiple processes, including neuroinflammation, gluta-
matergic excitotoxicity, increases in iron and/or depletion
of endogenous anti-oxidants [78, 79]. The inflammatory
cascade is believed to play a critical role in the develop-
ment of the chronic low grade inflammation diseases such
as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease [80, 81] and in the
injury associated with stroke [82]. The flavanols, catechin
and epigallocatechin gallate, are able to attenuate micro-
glia and/or astrocyte mediated inflammation via a whole
cascade of mechanisms that compromise neuron survival
when not inhibited. These include iNOS and cyclo-
oxygenase (COX-2) expression, NO production, cytokine
release and NADPH oxidase activation leading to subse-
quent reactive oxygen species generation. All these effects
are linked to the ability to modulate directly various
protein and lipid kinase signalling pathways (for review see
[15, 49, 54, 83, 84]). These include, for example, the inhibi-
tion of tyrosine kinase, protein kinase C and mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling cascades. The
latter cascades involve p38 or ERK1/2 which regulate both
iNOS and the expression of the cytokine tumour necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-a) in activated glial cells. Inhibitory or
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stimulatory actions of these pathways affect neuronal
function by altering the phosphorylation state of target
molecules, leading to changes in caspase activity and/or
by gene expression (for review see [15, 54, 83, 84]). For
example, flavonoids block oxidative-induced neuronal
injury by preventing the activation of caspase-3, hence
supporting their potent anti-apoptotic action. The fla-
vanols, epicatechin and 3-O-methylepicatechin, also
protect neurons against oxidative damage via a mecha-
nism involving the suppression of c-Jun N-terminal kinase
and downstream partners, c-jun and pro-caspase-3 (for
review see [15, 54, 83, 84]). Likewise the flavanol epicate-
chin that was shown to prevent stroke damage in mice is
also active against excitotoxicity induced by N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA). The neuroprotection associated with
epicatechin is almost abolished in transgenic mice lacking
the neuroprotective enzyme heme oxygenase 1 (HO1) or
the transcriptional factor nuclear factor (erythroid-derived
2)-like 2, or Nrf2. Nrf2 induces the expression of various
genes including those that encode for several anti-oxidant
enzymes, and hence might play a physiological role in the
regulation of oxidative stress [72]. Together with ERK1/2,
epicatechin induces also CREB activation in cortical
neurons and increased expression of CREB regulates gene
expression [32]. CREB is a transcription factor that binds to
the promoter region of several genes involved in synapse
remodelling, synaptic plasticity and memory, such as
growth factors (BDNF, NRF), the glutamate NMDA receptor
subtype and genes involved in angiogenesis, such as VEGF
[85].

Chocolate and mood

Cognition is quite difficult to define simply and is the result
of many other functions. It involves the participation of
various levels of memory, attention, executive functions,
perception, language and psychomotor functions. All
these functions are influenced by the arousal and ener-
getic level, physical well-being, motivation and mood.
Since the latter function has been shown to be influenced
by chocolate consumption, and although the mood effects
are not directly associated to epicatechin concentration in
chocolate, we will consider this aspect here.

It is a common belief that eating chocolate can improve
mood states and make people feel good. Chocolate is
often associated with emotional comfort.This effect seems
to be linked to the capacity of carbohydrates including
chocolate to promote this type of positive feelings
through the release of multiple gut and brain peptides
[86]. Although chocolate contains two analogues of anan-
damine that bind to the same brain sites as cannabis, any
association with pleasure from chocolate is likely to be
indirect since the analogues of anandamine inhibit break-
down of endogenous anandamine [87]. In addition, the

increase in cannabinoids in circulating blood or urine
cannot be accounted for by chocolate consumption, even
in very large quantities [88].

The antidepressant-like effect of a cocoa polyphenolic
extract was evaluated in rats. A the doses of 24 and
48 mg kg-1 14 days–1, this extract significantly reduced the
duration of immobility in a forced swimming test without
having any effect on locomotor activity in the open field,
confirming that the antidepressant-like effect of cocoa
polyphenolic extract in the forced swimming test model is
specific [89].

The most likely basis for the attraction of chocolate
would be that it stimulates the release of endorphins [90].
Indeed it was shown that the intake of sweet food is
increased by opiate agonists and decreased by opiate
antagonists [91, 92]. Chocolate may interact with some
neurotransmitter systems such as dopamine (chocolate
contains the dopamine precursor tyrosine), serotonin and
endorphins (contained in cocoa and chocolate) that con-
tribute to appetite, reward and mood regulation. The con-
tribution of the dopaminergic system to chocolate craving
and eating is, however, likely to be general rather than
chocolate specific. Concerning serotonin, the situation is
complex. After ingestion of carbohydrates, brain serotonin
concentrations rise only when the protein component of
the meal is less than 2% [86]. Chocolate contains 5% of its
calorie content as protein, which would be sufficient to
negate any serotonin effect. Furthermore, even extreme
dietary manipulations of tryptophan,the precursor of sero-
tonin, result in physiological changes that are too slow to
account for mood effects that are described during or soon
after eating chocolate [93]. Chocolate could also interact
with opioids. The opioid system plays a role in the palat-
ability of preferred foods [94], releasing opioids such as
endorphins as food is eaten which could by itself enhance
the pleasure of eating [95]. Opioids released in response to
ingestion of sweet and other pleasantly palatable foods
[96, 97] can increase central opioidergic activity, in turn
stimulating the immediate release of beta-endorphin in
the hypothalamus and producing an analgesic effect [96].

Poor mood stimulates the eating of comfort foods such
as chocolate.The attitudes to chocolate are of two separate
types [98].The first factor is called craving and is associated
with a prominent preoccupation with chocolate and
eating it compulsively which mostly occurs when under
emotional stress, suggesting a link between negative
mood and an intense desire to consume chocolate [99].
The association between chocolate craving and consump-
tion under emotional stress was shown in one study. The
subjects had to listen to background music inducing a
happy or sad mood, and chocolate intake was increased by
the sound of the sad music [98].

Another factor to consider is the palatability of food. In
rats, many data show that endogenous opiates regulate
food intake by modulating the extent to which pleasure is
induced by palatable foods. In humans the critical factor to
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satisfy chocolate craving is the taste and the feel in the
mouth [100]. Chocolate is mostly craved by females and
predominantly in the perimenstrual period. Men and
women differ in their response to satiation, leading to the
hypothesis that the regulation of food intake varies
between both sexes [101].

The composite sensory properties of chocolate are
more likely to play a prominent role in chocolate liking or
craving than more simple explanations of its role in appe-
tite and satiety. For instance, if a caloric deficit motivates
chocolate craving, both milk chocolate and white choco-
late should appeal equally, but it is not the case. If psycho-
active substances or magnesium deficit underlie chocolate
craving, then milk chocolate and unsweetened cocoa
powder should appeal equally, but again it is not the case.
If the appeal is the unique sensory combination of choco-
late, then chocolate is the only way to satisfy that craving
[102].

When looking at the brain pathways involved in choco-
late consumption, it appears that different brain areas are
recruited depending on whether subjects eat chocolate
under high motivation or when they rate chocolate as
unpleasant. Different neural substrates appear to underlie
different motivation systems, one controlling positive/
appetitive stimuli while the second one is associated with
negative/aversive stimuli. Modulation of brain activity was
observed in cortical chemosensory areas, such as the
insula, prefrontal regions and caudomedial and caudola-
teral orbitofrontal cortex. In the latter cortices, there were
opposite patterns of activity when chocolate was rated as
pleasant vs. unpleasant [103]. A fMRI study reported also
significant taste-related activation in the orbitofrontal and
insular cortices [104]. Another study using fMRI reported
that individual differences in trait reward sensitivity (as
measured by the Behavioral Activation Scale) predict acti-
vation to pictures of appetizing foods (i.e., chocolate cake,
pizza) involved in food motivation and hedonics in a
fronto-striatal-amygdala-midbrain network. This trait
reward measures prediction of food craving, overeating
and relative body weight (in both healthy and overweight
populations). Pharmacological stimulation of this circuit in
animals can over-ride satiety and cause overeating of
highly palatable foods [105].

The odour of chocolate itself also influences brain activ-
ity. Exposure of human subjects to the odour of chocolate
was associated with significant reductions in theta activity
with a trend towards significance when compared with
no-odour control. In a second testing, the EEG response to
the odour of real chocolate was compared with no odour
or hot water. The odour of chocolate was associated with
significantly less theta activity than was any other stimulus.
The authors hypothesized that the alterations in theta
activity reflect shifts in attention or cognitive load during
olfactory perception, with a reduction in theta indicating
reduced level of attention and higher level of distraction
[106]. Furthermore, the sight of chocolate produced more

activation in chocolate cravers than non-cravers in the
medial orbitofrontal cortex and ventral striatum. For
cravers vs. non-cravers, a combination of a picture of
chocolate with chocolate in the mouth produced a greater
effect than the sum of the components in the medial orbit-
ofrontal cortex and pregenual cingulate cortex. Further-
more, the pleasantness ratings of the chocolate and
chocolate-related stimuli had higher positive correlations
with the fMRI BOLD signals in the pregenual cingulate
cortex and medial orbitofrontal cortex in the cravers than
in the non-cravers [107].

The motivation for chocolate preference seems to be
primarily, if not entirely, sensory. Liking the sensory prop-
erties could originate in innate or acquired liking based on
the sweetness, texture and aroma of chocolate, or it could
be based in part on interactions between the post-
ingestional effects of chocolate and a person’s state (e.g.,
mood, hormone concentrations). Surprisingly there is little
evidence for a relation between addiction to chocolate
and liking chocolate [100]. However, chocolate consump-
tion fails to activate the shell of the nucleus accumbens
[108], the key structure for dependence to drugs [109, 110].

Conclusions

Cocoa powder and chocolate contain a large percentage
of flavonoids that display several beneficial actions on the
brain. In addition to their beneficial effects on the vascular
system and on cerebral blood flow, flavonoids interact with
signalization cascades involving protein and lipid kinases
that lead to the inhibition of neuronal death by apoptosis
induced by neurotoxicants such as oxygen radicals, and
promote neuronal survival and synaptic plasticity. They
enter the brain and stimulate brain perfusion provoking
angiogenesis and changes in neuron morphology that
have been mainly studied in hippocampus. Epicatechin,
the main flavonoid present in cocoa and chocolate
improves various aspects of cognition in animals and
humans. Chocolate also induces positive effects on mood
and is often consumed under emotional stress. In addition,
flavonoids preserve cognitive abilities during aging in rats,
lower the risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease and
decrease the risk of stroke in humans. All these properties
are of great interest but at present it is not clear when the
consumption of cocoa and chocolate should be initiated
to generate beneficial effects on age-dependent cognitive
decline and neurodegenerative diseases and many studies
are still necessary to explore the neuroprotective potential
of cocoa and chocolate. On the other hand, cocoa is most
often consumed in the form of energy-rich chocolate,
hence potentially detrimental especially because of the
risk of weight gain, mainly in individuals vulnerable to
certain eating problems leading to hyperphagic obesity.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the present knowledge, it
appears that the benefits from moderate cocoa or choco-
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late consumption likely outweigh the possible risks [85,
111]. Moreover, a very recent human study reported that
frequent chocolate consumption might actually be associ-
ated with a lower body mass index [112]. Although these
results are intriguing, as quoted by the authors, they are in
line with preclinical data from mice given a 2 week treat-
ment with epicatechin from cocoa. The cocoa polyphenol
improved mitochondrial function, including increased
volume, cristae density and protein content for oxidative
phosphorylation [113].These data warrant further research
on potential mechanisms involved.
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